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THE ANNULOPLASTY RING IN
MITRAL VALVE REPAIR
To the Editor:
I have carefully read the article by D’Onofrio and colleagues, in which they analyzed
the long-term results at 5 years after using
transapical neochordae implantation in patients having degenerative mitral valve (MV)
disease. The most remarkable finding was the cumulative
incidence of recurrent severe mitral regurgitation at
5-year follow-up of 14% in patients with favorable anatomy versus 63% in patients with unfavorable anatomy,
respectively (P <.001).1 The authors should be congratulated. However, the situation requires closer scrutiny.
Median European System for Cardiac Operative Risk
Evaluation (EuroSCORE) II was 1.4%, indicating that the
population could have been treated by classic surgical procedures, given the fact that they were not at high risk for
operative mortality. This fact is especially important
because the technique used for this procedure lacks the
pivotal component for any MV repair, the prosthetic annuloplasty ring. Since the seminal paper by Carpentier and
colleagues2 in 1971, the annuloplasty ring has been identified as the most important step for the achievement of the
best long-term outcome after MV repair. Several authors
have previously published the importance of using the annuloplasty ring as a crucial part of the surgical MV repair.
In fact, the lack of an annuloplasty ring is one of the most
powerful predictors for failure after operation.3-5
Unfortunately, many of the prevailing management

techniques (transcatheter, or those other than the classic
surgical approach) are based on the notion of a ringless
therapy, which is inappropriate by scientific principles. It
seems highly doubtful that this concept will succeed, as
other ringless MV therapies have previously failed to
meet the long-term success of an annuloplasty ring–based
surgical procedure. In the face of these challenges, mutual
cooperation between specialties is a necessity to avoid
duplication of efforts resulting in any possible frustration
of fundamental goals. Hence, solutions in one area can be
applied to another. In recent times, much discussion has
centered on the use of off-pump procedures. Such models
have been shown to be quite useful in treating the heart
valve disease. However, due to a lack of basic information,
the predictive capabilities are often erroneous. Consequently, one should approach the results with some skepticism until underlying assumptions are well-understood.
Rules for MV repair do not change just by shifting the
approach. In these terms, the authors should explain in
greater detail the rationale behind the results being most unexpected, according to established MV repair rules.
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